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In this páper we give eight constructions of Bol loops of order 4n, with two generators, 
consequently not Moufang. It is proved that these loops are non-isomorphic. All the loops are 
found to satisfy both Lagrange*s theorem and Sylow's main theorem. We háve therefore been 
able to provide more non-isomorphic Bol loops of small orders. 
V tomto článku uvádíme osm konstrukcí Bolových lup řádu 4n, které mají dva generátory 
a nejsou tedy Moufangovými lupami. Je dokázáno, že tyto lupy jsou neizomorfní. Je zjištěno, že 
všechny tyto lupy splňují j ak Lagrangeovu, tak hlavní Sylowovu větu. Byli jsme tudíž schopni 
získat více neizomorfních Bolových lup malých řádů . 
B 3TOH CTaTte MM noKa3MBaeM BOCCMI* nocTpoeHHH Jiyn Bo.na nopa/uca 4n, KOTOpbie nopoac^e-
HBI flByMfl 3jieMeHTaMH H cjieAOBaTejibHo Ha HBJIHKDTCH jiynaMH My4>aHr. IIoKa3aHO, HTO 3TH jrynbi 
He H30Mop(J)Hbi H HTO OHH y^oBJíeTBopuiaT TeopeMaM JlarpaHxca H CnnoBa. HTaK, MM nojiyHHjra 
6o.nee HeH3QMop(J)Hbrx Jiyn Bojia Majiwx nopn^KOB. 
I. Introduct ion 
A loop G(o) is a Bol loop if and only if 
(1) (xy o z) y = x(yz Q y) 
for all x, y, z e G. Bol loops first appeared in a work of Bol [1] on geometry. Further 
studies have been carried out on this class of loops including algebraic properties, 
construction and classification; Robinson [8], Burn [4], Solarin and Sharma [9, 10, 
11], Sharma [13]. 
In this study, we give eight constructions of Bol loops of order 4n, where n is 
a positive integer, each gives a Bol loop of order 16, with at least one element of 
order 8. One of these constructions gives the only Bol loop or order 12 with two 
generators and also a Bol loop of order 24 (See 7\). Also, we show that the loops 
from these construction are non-isomorphic. 
In section II, we shall state all the constructions, and for conservation of space, 
we shall only prove one to satisfy the Bol identity. In section III we present the dis-
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cussion on isomorphism and establish that the eight constructions are non-isomorphic. 
We shall refer to the six Bol loops of order 8 given by Burn [4] as 77, (8) i = 1, 2, 3, 
4, 5, 6 according to Burn's numbering, without stating them. Similarly, we shall 
refer to the Bol loops of order 16 in our earlier paper [12] as 77 x to 7721. Bruck [3] 
defined the left nucleus NA, the middle nucleus NM, and the right nucleus NQ of a loop 
(L, o) as follows: 
NA = [x e LI x o yz = xy o z Vy, z e L} 
N ̂  = [y e L\ x o yz = xy o z Vx, z e L} 
Ne = {z e L\ x o yz = xy o z Vx, y eL} 
II. 
Construction 1. Let G(o) = C2n x C2 and the binary operation is defined as follows: 
(xPi,a^)(xP2,e) = (xPi+P2,a*<) 
(xPi, aai)(xP2, a) = (xPi + P2, a*i + 1) if fi2 = 0 (mod 2) 
= (x5Pi + P2,a*i + 1) if p2 = l (mod 2) 
then G(o) is a Bol loop of order An, where n = 3, 4, 6, 12. 
Proof. We first show that G(o) satisfies (1). 
(a) A = (xpi, e); B = (xp2, e); C = (xfi\ e) then 
(ABoC)B=(xPi + 2P2 + p\e) 
A(BCoB) =(xPi + 2P2 + p\e). 
(b) A = (xpi, e); B = (xPl, e); C = (xp\ a) then 
(AB oC)B = (xpi + 2p2+p\ a) if /S3 = even 
= (x5Pi + 6P2 + p\a) if )53 = odd 
A(BC o B) = (x^
 + 2^+fi<\ a) if £3 = even 
= (x5Pi + 6P2+p\a) if p3 = odd 
(c) A = (xPi, e); B = (xp2, a); C = (xp\ e) then 
(AB oC)B = (xPi + 2Pl+p\ e) if p2 = even 
= (x25/n
 + «i»2 + 5 / i 3 s ^ i f p2 = o d d 
A(BC o B) = (x*1 + 2Pl+fi'9 e) if j82 = even 
^ ( ^ , + 6 ^ + 5 ^ ^ i f ^ = o d d < 
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f fi2 = even , P3 = 
f fi2 = odd , p3 = 
f p2 = even , fi3 = 
f p2 = odd , p3 = 
f p2 = even , fi3 = 
f p2 = odd , p3 = 
£ fi2 = even , P3 = 
f £2 = odd , p3 = 
(d) A = (*"', e); B = (x'\ a); C = (x"\ a) 
(ABoC)B=(x^ + 2fil+l>\a) 
= (x25fii+6fl + 5fi\a) 
= (x5fí + 6í>1 + l>\a) 
= (x125"' + 2 6 ^ + 5 i 3 ,a ) 
A(BCoB) =(x*i + 2*1+l,\a) 
= (x*' + 6>1 + 5fl\a) 
= (x 5 ' ' + 6 ' i + ' 3 , a ) 
= (x5fi + 26i,1+5l,\a) 
(e) A = (x"\ a); B = (x* e); C = (x"\ e) 
(ABoC )B = (x / , '+ 2" i +" 3 ,a) 
A(BCoB) = {xř^2h*h,a). 
(f) A = (x<\ a); B = (x '\ e); C = (x'\ a) 
(AB oC)B = (V ' + 2 ' - + ' » , e) if fi3 = even 
= ( x 5 " ' + 6 " i + ^ , e ) if j?3 = odd 
A(5C o S) = (x*' + 2 '-+ '», e) if jff3 = even 
- " (x 5 ' I + 6 ' - + ' » ,e ) if ^ 3 = o d d . 
(g) A = (V«, a); B = (x"\ a); C = (x"\ e) 
(AB oC)B = (x'* + 2h+h, a) if 0 2 = even 
= (x25i,' + 6"1 + 5')\a) if J?2 = odd 
A(BC a B) = ( x " '
 + 2 ^ + " \ a) if p2 = even 
= (x' ' + 6 ' 2 + 5 ' 3 , a ) if p2 = odd, 
(h) A = (x<\ a); B = ( x * a); C = (x"\ a) 
(AB o C) B = (x"1+-'»+*, e ) if 0 2 = even , 0 3 
= ( x 5 ' . + 6 * + ' » , e ) if 0 2 = even, j?3 
= ( x 2 5 " ' + 6 ^ + 5 " ' , e ) if jS2 = odd , j83 
= (x 1 2 5 " ' + 2 6 " 2 + 5 ^ , e ) if j82 = odd, j83 
A(BCoB) =(xfl + 2fl+f\e) . if 02=even, J53 
= ( x 5 í ' + 6 " í + ' 3 , e ) if 0 2 = even, j53 
= ( x ' ' + 6 / , J + 5 " 3 , e ) if j32 = odd, p3 


















Since (AB o C) B = A(BC o B) is all cases whenever 25 = 1 mod 2n, that is n = 
= 2, 3, 4, 6, 12. 
Also (e, e) is the two sided identity. 
Moreover, if 
A = (xp, e) , then A'
1 =(x~p, e) 
if A (xp, a), then 
A-1 = (x~p,a) if p = even 
= (*-5/?, a) if fi = odd 
therefore the inverses are defined. 
Also for non-associativity, let A = (xpl, e); B = (xPl, e); C = (xPi, a) where P2 
and /?3 are odd integers, then 
ABoC = (x5'* + 5'*+'*9a) 
and AoBC = (x^ + 5P2+p\a) 
ABoC # A o BC whenever 4 =£ 0 (mod In) 
thus the construction is non-associative except when n = 2 which gives the group 
C 4 X 02« 
Hence it is a Bol loop of order 4n, n = 3, 4, 6, 12. 
Construction 1, gives the group C4 x C2 when n = 2; the Bol loop of order 
12 with two generators, when n = 3; H14 when n = 4; T1 when n = 6. 
Construction 2. Let G(o) = C2n x C2 and the binary operation is defined as 
follows: 
(xp\aai)o(xP2,e) =(xp*+P2,aa>) 
(xPl, aai) o (x*2, aai) = (xPl+fi2, aai+a2) if P2 is even 
= (xfi2~Pi,aai+a2) if 02 is odd 
then G(o) is a Bol loop of order 4n, where n is any positive integer greater than or 
equal to two. G is I75 (8), when n = 2; the Bol loop of order 12 with two generators, 
when n = 3; TI5, when n = 4. 
Construction 3. Let G(o) = C2n x C2 and the binary operation is defined as follows: 
(xp\e)o(xP2,e) = (x^+P2,e) 
(xp\a)o(xP2,e) = (x^+P2,a) 
(xp\ aa>) o (xP2, a) = (xP2-pi+na\ aa> + 1) if P2 = odd 
= (JC3/»1+/ia+i.«i>fl«1 + i) i f p2 = e v e n 
then G(o) is a Bol loop of order 4n, where n is any positive even integer greater 
than two. G is D4 when n = 2; Tl1 when n = 4. 
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Construction 4. Let G(o) = C2n x C2 and the binary operation is defined as follows: 
(x"',a"')o(x'\e) = ( x ' ' + ' \ a " ' ) 
(x"', a"') o (x'\ a"2) = (x''+'\ a"'+"2) if p2 = 0 (mod 2) 
= (x"2-^'+"0 ' ,a"'+"2) if p2 = 1 (mod 4) 
= ( x 3 ' l + ' \ a«'+"2) if p2 = 3 (mod 4) 
then G(o) is a Bol loop of order 4n where n is any positive even integer. G is IJ5 (8) 
when n = 2; 773 when n = 4. 
Construction 5. Let G(o) = C2n x C2 and the binary operation is defined as follows: 
(x"',a")o(x"\e) = (x',' + ' ' \ a " ' ) 
(x*', a"') o (x"\ a"2) = (x"'+'\ a"'+"2) if yS. = 0 (mod 2) , p2 = 0 (mod 2) 
= (x" '
+^+»«\ a"'+"2) if £, = 1 (mod 2) , 02 = 0 (mod 2) 
= (x"1'"', a"'+"2) if j?2 = 1 (mod 2) 
then G(o) is a Bol loop of order 4n, where n is any positive even integer. G is 775 (8) 
when n = 2; 777, when n = 4. 
Construction 6. Let G(o) = C2n x C2 and the binary operation is defined as follows: 
(x"\a"')o(x^\e) = (x"'+*\a"') 
( V \ a"') o ( x ' \ a"2) = ( x
3 ' ' + ^ + " « \ a"'+"2) if p2 = 0 (mod 2) 
= (x5/,'+"\ a"'+"2) if )?2 = 1 (mod 2) 
then G(o) is a Bol loop of order 4n where n is any positive even integer. G is 772 (8) 
when n = 2; /71 2 when n = 4. 
Construction 7. Let G(o) = C2n x C2 nad the binary operation is defined as follows: 
(x"\a")o(xfi\e) =(x"'+ll\a") 
(x"\ a"1) o (x*', aai) = (xi>>+l)l+,"\ a"'+ '2) if fi2 = 1 (mod 2) 
= (x3"'+"2 +""\ a"+"2) if / J , s O (mod 2) , 02 = 0 (mod 2) 
= (x3" ' -"2*"" '^ ' '*"2) if p1 = 1 (mod 2) , )S2 = 0 (mod 2) 
then G(o) is a Bol loop of order 4n, where n is any positive even integer. G is IJ2 (8) 
when n = 2; 77,3 when n = 4. 
Construction 8. Let G(o) = C2n x C2, and the binary operation is defined as follows: 
(x"',a"')o(x"\e) = ( x " '
+ ' \ a " ' ) 
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(x"1, e) o (*'-, a) = (x 3 " ' + / ! \ a) if j32 = O (mod 2) 
= ( x 5 " ' + p \ a) if /?2 = 0 (mod 2) 
(x 3*'-" 2, e) if j?2 = 0 (mod 2) 
(x"' + 5 " 2 ,e) if /J. = 0 (mod 2), /í2 = 1 (mod 2) 
(x í l + ť,% e) if /?! s i (mod 2), J ? 2 s l ( m o d 2 ) 
(xp\a)o(xß\a) = 
then G(o) is a Bol loop of order An, where n is any positive even integer. G is H2 (8) 
when n = 2; H16 when n = 4. 
III. Discussion on Isomorphism 
Our approach in this section shall be to consider the order of the elements in 
the constructions to distinguish non-isomorphic loops. Two loops shall be consider 
non-isomorphic if they contain different number of elements of the same order. 
Whenever, two loops contain the same number of elements we shall go further to 
consider the order of elements in their nuclei. If these conoide both cases, we shall 
consider commutative patterns of both loops. 
Theorem 1. All the eight constructions stated above are non-isomorphic. 
Proof: 
(a) let us consider the number of elements of order 2 in each construction, 
(i) construction 1 
elements of order 2 are given by 
(1) (x»,.) 
(2) (x>, a) . (У, a) = (x 2 ' , e) = (e, e) if ß = 0 (mod 2) 
= (x6f, e) = (e, e) if ß = 1 (mod 2) 
;}(A) 
the only possible solutions (A) are (xn, a), (e, a), therefore there are three elements of 
order 2 in construction 1. 
(ii) Construction 2 
elements of order 2 are given by 
(1) (x», e) 
(2) (x", a) (x», a) = (x2 ' , e) = (e, e) if p = 0 (mod 2 ) | ( f i ) 
= (e, e) if p = 1 (mod 2)j 
therefore the elements of order 2 are (x \ e), (e, a), (xn, a) and (x**, a) V/J = 1 (mod 2), 
hence there are n + 3 elements of order 2 in contruction 2. 
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Following the above procedure we obtain 
(iii) construction 3, one element of order 2 
(iv) construction 4, 3 elements of order 2 
(v) construction 5, n + 3 elements of order 2 
(vi) construction 6, 1 element of order 2 
(vii) construction 7, 1 element of order 2 
(viii) construction 8, 3 elements of order 2 
from above isomorphism is only possible in the following sets {(i), (iv), (viii)}; 
{(iii), (vi), (vii)}, {(ii), (v)} (b) consider elements of order 4. 
(ix) construction 1*), 4 and 8 
For constructions 1 and 8 
(1) (x"'2,e); (x3"'2,e) 
(2) (x>,a)o(x>,<i) = (x1>,e) = (x",e); /? = «/2, \n 
hence constructions 1 and 8 contain 4 elements of order 4. 
For construction 4 
(1) (x" / 2 ,e) ; x(x3" /2,e) 
(2) if p = 1 (mod 4) then (xfi, a) 0 (x^. a) = (x
n
9 e) implies p = 4k + 1, k = 0, 1, ... 
..., (n/4) — 1, given nJA elements of order 4. 
If p = 3 (mod 4), (xp9 a) 0 (x', a) = (x
4/?, e) = (xn, e) implies fi = Ak + 3, /c = 
= 0, 1, . . . , (n/4) — 1; given another n/4 elements of order 4. There exist (n/2) + 4 
elements of order 4 in construction 4. 
Hence construction 4 is not isomorphic to either of constructions 1 and 8. 
To show that constructions 1 and 8 are non-isomorphic, we consider the com-
mutative pattern of the elements. 
Construction 1: 







(xn/29 a) o (*', a) = (x
n/2+fi
9 e) if p = 0 (mod 2) 
(*', a) o (xn/29 a) = (x
n/2+p
9 e) for all p 
(xn/29a)o(xe9a) = (x
5n/2+e9e) 
= (xn/2+*9e) if P= 1 (mod 2) 
hence (xw/2, a) commutes with all elements. 
*) Construction 8 is valid only when n is an even integer, therefore n is considered as even 
integer in construction 1, for isomorphism. 
Construction 8: 
(xn/1, a) o (xp, e) = (xn/2+p, a) if fi = 1 (mod 2) 
(xp, e) o (xn/2, a) = (x3p+n/2, a) 
hence (xn/2, a) does not commute with (xp, e). 
Consequently construction 1 is not isomorphic to construction S. 
(x) Constructions 3, 6 and 7 
consider element (xp, a); (xp, a) o (xp, a) = (x4p+n, e) 
in all the 3 constructions whenever /? is jS = 0 (mod 2) Moreover, 
In construction 3, whenever J? is odd (xp, a) (xp. a) = (xn, e) implies (xp, a) is of order 
4 for fi = 1 (mod 2). 
But, in constructions 6 and 7 (x^, a) is of order In whenever /J is odd, therefore 
constructions 3 is not isomorphic to either of constructions 6 or 7. Consideration 
of commutative pattern as above shows that constructions 6 and 7 are non-iso-
morphic 
(xi) Constructions 2 and 5 
In the case of constructions 2 and following early approaches show that the 
order of elements are the same. Also three elements of order 2 commute with all 
elements in construction 2, while only one element of order 2 commutes with all 
elements in construction 5, therefore the two constructions are non-isomorphic. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
3. 
In this section we give the representations of Tj and state some of its properties, 
AT,, AT,, AT,. 
ri 
R(l) = ( 1 ) 
11(2) = (1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12) (13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 23 24) 
R(3) = (1 3 5 7 9 11) (2 4 6 8 10 12) (13 15 17 19 21 23) (14 16 18 20 22 24) 
R(4) = (1 4 7 10) (2 5 8 11) (3 6 9 12) (13 16 19 22) (14 17 20 23) (15 18 21 24) 
R(5) = (1 5 9) (2 6 10) (3 7 11) (4 8 12) (13 17 21) (14 18 22) (15 19 23) 
(16 20 24) 
K(6) = (1 6 11 4 9 2 7 12 10 3 8) (13 18 23 16 21 14 19 24 17 22 15 20) 
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11(7) = (1 7) (2 8) (3 9) (4 10) (5 11) (6 12) (13 19) (14 20) (15 21) (16 22) 
(17 23) (18 24) 
R(8) = (1 8 3 10 5 12 7 2 9 4 11 6) (13 20 15 22 17 24 19 14 16 23 18) 
R(9) = (1 9 5) (2 10 6) (3 11 7) (4 12 8) (13 21 17) (14 22 18) (15 23 19) 
(16 24 20) 
R(10) = (1 10 7) (2 11 8 5) (3 12 9 6) (13 22 19 16) (14 23 20 17) (15 24 21 18) 
R(ll) = (1 11 9 7 5 3) (2 12 10 8 6 4) (13 23 21 19 17 15) (14 24 22 20 18 16) 
R(12) = (1 12 10 11 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2) (13 24 23 22 21 20 19 18 17 16 15 14) 
R(13) = (1 13) (2 14) (3 15) (4 16) (5 17) (6 18) (7 19) (8 20) (9 21) (10 22) (11 23) 
(12 24) 
R(14) = (1 14 7 20) (2 19 8 13) (3 24 9 18) (4 17 10 23) (5 22 11 16) (6 15 12 21) 
R(15) = (1 15 5 19 9 23) (2 16 6 20 10 24) (3 17 7 21 11 13) (4 18 8 22 12 14) 
R(16 = (1 16 7 22) (2 21 8 15) (3 14 9 20) (4 19 10 13) (5 24 11 18) (6 17 12 23) 
R(17) = (1 17 9 13 5 21) (2 18 10 14 6 22) (3 19 11 15 7 23) (4 20 12 16 8 24) 
R(18) = (1 18 7 24) (2 23 8 17) (3 16 9 22) (4 21 10 15) (5 14 11 20) (6 19 12 13) 
R(19) = (1 19) (2 20) (3 21) (4 22) (5 23) (6 24) (7 13) (8 14) (9 15) (10 16) 
(11 17) (12 18) 
R(20) = (1 20 7 14) (2 13 8 19) (3 18 9 24) (4 23 10 17) (5 16 11 22) (6 21 12 15) 
R(2l) = (1 21 5 13 9 17) (2 22 6 14 10 18) (3 23 7 15 11 19) (4 24 8 16 12 20) 
R(22) = (1 22 7 16) (2 15 8 21) (3 20 9 14) (4 13 10 19) (5 18 11 24) (6 23 12 17) 
R(23) = (1 23 9 19 5 15) (2 24 10 20 6 16) (3 11 11 21 7 17) (4 14 12 8 18) 
R(24) = (1 24 7 18) (2 17 8 23) (3 22 9 16) (4 15 10 21) (5 20 11 14) (6 13 12 19). 
Nx = {1, 4, 7, 10, 13, 16, 19, 22} 
JV„ = Ne = {1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11} . 
The authors are grateful for the research grant from the University of Ife 
Research Committee. 
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